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The State of Kansas is currently focused on Kan-care, a new initiative to serve Medicaid 
recipients including the DD population.  Contracts with three Managed Care 
Organizations (MCO’s) have experienced a rough start with a lot of pushback, including 
a year- long DD “Carve out.”  Families in community settings are concerned, and a 
weak pilot program enhanced their fears of payment delays and coverage issues for 
their loved ones in community settings.  !!
I attended some Kan-care stakeholder meetings.  When asked if there would be an 
increase in available doctors in this new system their answer was “No, but that there 
were “people working together to create partnerships with university medical students to 
address medical issues for the DD population.”!!
Since this new Kan-care fiasco has been in the limelight, used by both sides for political 
reasons, there has been no concerted effort to look at closure of any facilities.!!
The National Council on Disabilities met here in December and painted a bleak picture 
of Kan-Care; I am unsure of their true agenda in doing so.  It is difficult to believe 
though, that Medical Insurance Companies who are profit-motivated would actually 
cover those within the DD population in an adequate manner. We shall see.!!
The NCD’s influence and follow-up letter to CMS pushed for the inclusion of state 
hospitals under the unproven system of Kan-care. See below:!!
“Kansas should amend its proposed 1115 amendment to remove carving out of public 
Intermediate Care Facilities from the managed care framework........ We believe that Kansas’ 
proposed “carve-out” for public institutional settings for people with I/DD creates harmful 
incentives for MCOs and diminishes the ability of the managed care framework to enhance 
quality and control costs. There is no programmatic rationale for the exclusion of the lowest 
quality, highest cost service from the managed care framework.” !!
I have attached at the end of this report Public Comment sent to NCD; they have not 
acknowledged or responded, except through brief rebuttal during Quarterly Meeting 
Public Comment period.!!
The Kansas Legislative session was for the most part quiet: I took opportunity to 
present rationale for the need for ICF’s, and the true cost of those who remain in them 
in the State of Kansas.  Admissions are difficult, yet recently one MCO realized that 
there was no cost-effective way to serve one individual with profound needs, and 
requested admission to the Kansas Neurological Institute, (KNI) the wonderful facility 
where my grandson lives.  Let’s hope there will be more situations like this, bringing to 
light the great service provided for those with the greatest need at facilities like KNI.!!



In March as a DD Council member I was able to provide testimony and rationale for the 
need for ICF’s, leading to the question for the Council to consider: !!
Where is the safety net for those whom the community has failed if these 
facilities close?!

Although my presentation was met mostly with silence, I did have some support from a 
couple of members.  At the May 9th meeting my attempt at making a motion to rescind 
council’s language to close the two remaining institutions was pushed out of 
consideration until the next DD Council meeting in July.  Anyone with suggestions in this 
area are most welcome!!

Joan Kelley,  VOR State Coordinator - Kansas!

NCD Public Comment  -  May 5, 2014 !

It was a pleasure meeting NDC members during your quarterly meeting held in Kansas,  December 
 2013.  A number of you made efforts to speak with family members who have deep concerns about 
caring for their loved ones long term; loved ones who are affected by significant, cognitive impairments. 
 Thank you for listening to these dedicated parents!!

I read with great interest the Standards by which the NCD allegedly operates.  According to your website, 
these include Diversity, Integrity, and Excellence.  !

I respectfully would like to ask the Council if your standards preclude your ability to address severe 
dysfunction in community environments. !

Documentation of systemic deficiencies in community waiver programs is well documented and been 
submitted to the Council.  Please help those of us searching for solutions to understand NCD's rationale 
in ignoring documentation, and pushing unabashedly for closure of facilities that care for our most 
vulnerable.!

 Pervasive, stagnant Direct Support Staff wage, high community turnover rates, staff rationing, and 
inadequate professional oversight of scattered homes are affecting the quality of care for those served in 
HCBS waiver programs. The most helpless members of our society are particularly affected by 
community system weaknesses, even in states where all institutions have closed. !

The portrayal that "community is superior" while ignoring mounting evidence of tragic outcomes brings 
into question the Council's commitment to the standards you claim to uphold.  !

How is Justice served when our most helpless are displaced from state facility settings into ill-prepared, 
underfunded community waiver programs? !

Tragedies in community settings are happening to such a degree that Senator Chris Murphy has called 
for a nation-wide investigation.!



 It is disturbing that Council members continue to denigrate State facilities, which currently often provide 
Person Centered models of service, such as the one where my grandson lives.  Although he has 
flourished there, he was placed there ONLY because NO ONE in the community was able to handle him.!

Silence in addressing how the weakest are being treated in deficient community environments causes 
one to wonder why this lop-sided portrayal is being pushed, instead of addressing what is truly happening 
to those whom the Council claims to represent. !

I respectfully call upon this Council to do their own due diligence, to assess previous and current 
documentation submitted, and to soundly address troubling, systemic community deficiencies. !

 That is, unless the Council has a less-than-honorable agenda, pushing for closure of facilities without 
resolving pervasive capacity issues. !

Thank you.!

Joan Kelley!

Gardner, Kansas!

P.S. COSTS -Attached please find documentation challenging Council's claim that institutions have the "highest cost" 
of care.  The 2011 KNI Legislative Post Audit ( pages 61-64), reveals NCD's claim is suspect, showing projected cost 
averages for five transition candidates with significant needs, including my grandson.  Providers estimate costs will be 
MORE to serve him in community than at the ICF where he currently lives. !

Appendix D: Methodology for Estimating Costs and Savings to Move KNI Residents to a 
Community Setting....................................................................................................................page 61 !

Appendix E: Summary of Five KNI Resident Reviewed ........................................................page 64 !

 Additionally, Kansas legislators confirm there is no adequate reporting system in place to address community 
tragedies -  2011 KNI-LPA pages 43-44 !

The State Doesn’t Track Certain Safety Outcomes for Developmentally Disabled Adults to Allow for 
Good Comparisons Between KNI and the Community..............................................................page 43 !

Recommendations for Executive Action!

To better track abuse, neglect, and exploitation data for adults with developmental disabilities and allow better 
comparisons between institutional and community settings, the Department of Social and Rehabilitation Services 
should improve its data tracking capabilities to allow it to report and evaluate statistics (allegations and confirmed 
cases) over time for each of the various population groups for which it is responsible. !

Excerpts from the 2011 KNI Legislative Post Audit!
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